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Blockbuster�s Antioco on Second-Quarter Earnings (Transcript)

2004-07-22 14:50 (New York)

July 22 (Bloomberg)�John Antioco, chief executive of Blockbuster Inc., talks with Bloomberg�s Aimee Picchi from New York about the
company�s second-quarter earnings reported today, subscription program and spending plans. The world�s largest video store chain said second
quarter net income fell 24 percent to $46.8 million.

(This is not a legal transcript. Bloomberg LP cannot guarantee its accuracy.)

PICCHI: This is Aimee Picchi, a reporter with Bloomberg News and today I�m interviewing John Antioco, the chairman and CEO of
Blockbuster.

Thanks for joining me today.

ANTIOCO: Nice to be here, Aimee.

PICCHI: Well, let�s talk about your second quarter results. The company issued its results this morning and while sales rose, rental revenue of
same-store sales declined during the quarter. What are the trends that are going on there?
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ANTIOCO: Well, we certainly see a continuation of the trend towards retail purchases, away from rental that came with the shift from VHS to
DVD. We see that trend continuing for approximately the next six to 18 months and what�s happening there, is people, now, once they switch
from their VCR to a DVD player, have a choice. Today a movie is released on home video is to whether or buy or whether to rent and obviously,
a certain percentage of those are choosing to buy. We believe this stabilizes in �05 when, essentially, you know, nearly 100 percent of active
renters have made the conversion from VHS to DVD.
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PICCHI: OK.

ANTIOCO: Should also say that this whole change has brought about a lot of opportunity for Blockbuster and those opportunities that we are
pursuing, we think, have a great future and they include subscription, online and in-store and movie trading that came about as a result of the
conversion to DVD.

PICCHI: Now, your company expanded its subscription program in the stores, in May, what kind of response have you seen from consumers to
that program?

ANTIOCO: We�ve seen a terrific response. You know our stated objective is to have approximately eight percent of our membership base
representing even a much higher percentage of our sales on our subscription program by year-end. That would amount to, approximately, 1.4
million in-store subscribers.

PICCHI: OK and how far are you, in terms of reaching that goal?

ANTIOCO: We�re pretty far along. We hesitate to give out the subscriber numbers because we realize that its kind of peak seasonality and
there�ll, you know, inevitably there�ll be some churn but we feel very confident in reaching that goal.

PICCHI: OK. Do you see � is that program more profitable for you with people paying a flat monthly fee versus the � your normal model of people
paying per rental?

ANTIOCO: Yes, it�s kind of a win-win, Aimee, because what we�re seeing is two things. One, customers are spending more at Blockbuster than
before they had a pass but they�re also getting a lot more. They are, you know, on average, you know, let�s just say renting more than 10 movies
per month with no possibility of having any end to the viewing fees, so when you think about the cost per movie, you have a significant value
for the consumer compared to the pay-as-you-go. So any time we can get win-wins where, you know, we make more revenue and the consumer
gets more value, we like that proposition.

PICCHI: OK. Are you worried, at all, about creating a price war with Netflix because their program is similar but few dollars cheaper on a
monthly basis?

ANTIOCO: It � compared to our in-store program, it is cheaper. Compared to our online program that we�re going to launch it will not be cheaper
but I also want to point out it�s, really, a little bit apples and oranges because in the in-store program, as I mentioned, consumers can, basically,
come in multiple times during the day or every day, however you want to say it, they have, virtually, unlimited rentals because the store is right
there and they have access to it, whereas, an online delivered through the mail program there�s only, you know, you still have that turnaround
time, so on average, our in-store rental customer is paying less per movie viewing than a current Netflix customer is paying.

PICCHI: How much are you going to be charging for your online product?
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ANTIOCO: We haven�t launched yet, Aimee, and we haven�t announced it yet.

PICCHI: OK but it�ll be less than Netflix�s�

ANTIOCO: It�ll be�

PICCHI: �$22�

ANTIOCO: It�ll, certainly, be competitive.

PICCHI: OK. Now, you also said that you�re going to be spending 90 million more, in terms of investments for developing new programs this
year, can you give any sense of where you�re spending that and what kind of new programs we�ll see from Blockbuster this year?

ANTIOCO: Sure. Well, certainly, one of them is the two programs we just talked about, which is subscription. The launching of in-store
subscription and online subscription are both investments that we are making. We�re also going into DVD trading. We are � we�ve been testing it
for over a year now. We�re in 300 stores and we�re going to over 2,000 stores by year- end, where customers will have an opportunity to bring in
their DVDs as part of their home library, ones that they are no longer intending to watch and trade those DVDs in for store currency, as
Blockbuster store credit that they can spend on new movies, used movies, rental movies, games, however they want to spend it. So, it�s a great
opportunity for customers to get some value out of products that are no longer, you know, providing value to them but there�s another customer
that may want to watch that movie.

PICCHI: Well, where do you think the greatest revenue or potential revenue gains will come from for Blockbuster, in which of the programs?

ANTIOCO: Well, I think, you know, I hesitate to venture. Of the three, let�s call them initiatives that we�ve got going now, they all could be
substantial revenue producers for us or we wouldn�t be chasing it. Subscription, overall, could amount to a � eventually, could amount to a
billion-dollar business for us.

PICCHI: Annual � on an annual basis?

ANTIOCO: On an annual basis yes.

PICCHI: OK. Would it reach that next year or in how many years do you think it might reach that?
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ANTIOCO: You know, given the fact that we�re only a month into it, I don�t want to say when but if you think in terms of our revenues today are
six billion, somewhere, around four billion of that is rental. You know, there�s no reason why � actually, no reason. I mean an objective to reach
20 percent plus through subscription is, certainly, not you know unattainable.

PICCHI: Is that subscription both in-store and online or is that just the in-store portion of it?
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ANTIOCO: That�s � I�ll hedge my bet and tell you that�s both.

PICCHI: OK. All right.

ANTIOCO: And then, you know, you have games. I mean we are the fastest expansion, in terms of store fronts going to come in the area of
games where we will open between this year and next, easily, over 1,000 stores, a combination of freestanding stores and store in-stores, both
here in the U.S. and in other parts of the world. So that�s going to be, obviously, a major revenue contributor for us, in the future.

PICCHI: OK.

ANTIOCO: And I think the most, let�s call it speculative one, one that we have strong feelings about and instincts about, is movie trading but you
know, as a, you know, beginning, if you will, consumer dynamic that we don�t know where it�s going to end, we just know that there are two
billion discs in peoples� homes now. We know a significant percentage of them are not watched and you know there�s no intention for the
consumer to watch and that number is growing by over, one billion discs a year in the U.S. alone. So that represents a lot of kind of untapped
consumer potential that we can help them monetize.

PICCHI: OK.

ANTIOCO: We, also, think it helps the industry. So if the consumer has an outlet for a used DVD it, really, frees them � their mind up about
spending, you know, whether it�s, you know, $20 for a new DVD because they know that they can get some value at the end, not unlike people
think about when they buy, you know, a new car, trade in the old one.

PICCHI: Well, let�s talk about another change your company is about to go through, the split off from Viacom, how is that going to change the
way your company operates?

ANTIOCO: We don�t see it having any change, I mean, in the way we operate. I mean I think part of the � a significant part of the reason why
there was a decision to split off from Viacom, is we are, you know, more deeply entrenching ourselves as a retailer by investing in games,
investing on online subscription and some of the other initiatives, we�re, clearly, investing significant capital in our retail business, which as you
know, is not Viacom�s main business line. So I think this further expansion of our, overall, retail initiatives, which we were doing during Viacom
and which will accelerate after Viacom is a consistent direction. Perhaps the speed of the transition is going to accelerate.

PICCHI: When do you expect that the split off will actually happen?

ANTIOCO: It�s a little hard to say. There�s some factors in it that are, you know, outside our control, in terms of the process and you know, the
regulatory hurdles we have to go through but I think most people believe it will be done before year-end for sure.
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PICCHI: OK. What about the effect on Blockbuster stock price, because from the analysts and investors that I spoke to, they�re all expecting that
this transaction will have some pressure on Blockbuster stock price. Do you have any thoughts on that in any way that you�re planning to help
bolster the stock if it happens?

ANTIOCO: Well, I mean, two things that I�d say about that. One is the, certainly, the declaration of payment of the $5 proposed dividend will,
obviously, impact the stock price. You know, by people who�ll be getting $5 of cash out of their stock holdings.

PICCHI: Right.

ANTIOCO: And then the second thing that you know will, you know, be a factor will be the increase in the float of Blockbuster but you know,
you know Aimee, it, really, you know, remains to be seen how it all plays out to the extent that investors believe in our story can, you know,
understand our vision of where we want to go, I think the stock will, you know, go to the appropriate level. You know, there�s some argument to
be made that increasing the size of Blockbuster float will allow, you know, new investors to invest in our company that previously, were hesitant
to do it based on the limited float. So, I think my attitude is, over time the thing that will matter is, are we successful in implementing our
strategy and the implementation of that strategy cause our prospects for the future to improve?

PICCHI: I mean Blockbuster�s been in a situation before where a lot of people have questioned the future of the company.

ANTIOCO: We�re always � we�re in a perpetual state of people questioning that.

PICCHI: Yes. I wanted to ask, you know, why do you think this time you�ll be able to you know keep growing the business as you have in the
past?

ANTIOCO: Well because I think you said it best because we always have and I would say, you know, in closing, I would say that the truth of
the matter is, we have more opportunity on our plate and in front of us now, perhaps, than we�ve ever had before because of all of these business
initiatives that represent new potential revenue sources for us and thought we�ve acknowledged our challenges in the mature movie rental
business, we�re also addressing some and plan to participate in some businesses that are growing very nicely and we think that�s a good position
to be in and we are excited about the future.

PICCHI: Great. Well thanks for joining me today.

This has been Aimee Picchi with John Antioco of Blockbuster. Thanks a lot for your time.

***END OF TRANSCRIPT***
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THIS TRANSCRIPT MAY NOT BE 100% ACCURATE AND MAY CONTAIN MISSPELLINGS AND OTHER INACCURACIES. THIS
TRANSCRIPT IS PROVIDED �AS IS,� WITHOUT EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND. BLOOMBERG
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RETAINS ALL RIGHTS TO THIS TRANSCRIPT AND PROVIDES IT SOLELY FOR YOUR PERSONAL, NON-COMMERCIAL USE.
BLOOMBERG, ITS SUPPLIERS AND THIRD-PARTY AGENTS SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR ERRORS IN THIS TRANSCRIPT
OR FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSSES OR DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF SUCH TRANSCRIPT. NEITHER THE INFORMATION
NOR ANY OPINION EXPRESSED IN THIS TRANSCRIPT CONSTITUTES A SOLICITATION OF THE PURCHASE OR SALE OF
SECURITIES OR COMMODITIES. ANY OPINION EXPRESSED IN THE TRANSCRIPT DOES NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE
VIEWS OF BLOOMBERG LP.
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